INTERNATIONAL MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
GREEN ECONOMY AND SUSTAINABILITY

Educational Goals
The curriculum aims to prepare students to face the challenges and opportunities of a time of deep economic change, which requires high-value added, environmentally and socially friendly goods and services. At corporate level, postgraduates will have a suitable profile for the new positions in the area of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Sustainability.

Employment opportunities
The postgraduates in “Green Economy and Sustainability” will be fitting candidates for the following industries and activities where sustainability has become a crucial feature: business consulting; food supply chains; public utilities; services, mainly focused on the promotion of local flagships capable of attracting qualified tourist flows; research, and so on.

Duration
2 years (120 credits)

Modules
- Business contract law
- Business history
- Corporate social responsibility and sustainability
- Environmental Economics
- Financial statement analysis
- Organizational behavior
- Financial management
- Logistic Management (Introduction to logistics + International transportation logistics)
- Marketing-Advanced
- Methods and models for environmental sustainability
- Resource and energy economics
- Green logistics laboratory

Call for scholarships for foreign students are published in winter.